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Stepper Motors and Arduino – The Ultimate Guide
howtomechatronics.com/tutorials/arduino/stepper-motors-and-arduino-the-ultimate-guide

In this tutorial we will learn everything we need to know about controlling stepper motors

with Arduino. We will cover how to control a NEMA17 stepper motor in combination with

a A4988, a DRV8825 and a TMC2208 stepper driver.

This combination of stepper motors and drivers is used in countless applications where

position control is needed, such as 3D Printers, CNC Machines, Robotics, Automation

machines and so on.

I have already used it myself in many of my Arduino projects, like the following:

I will explain in details how they work, how to connect stepper motors with Arduino, how

to set the current limit of the drivers and how to program them with or without an

Arduino library. Also, I will show you how we can easily control multiple stepper motors

using an Arduino CNC shield for any type of Arduino project. 

So, we got quite a lot to cover in this tutorial. You can watch the following video or read

the written tutorial below which also includes all example codes and wiring diagrams.

How Stepper Motor Works?

All right. I will start with briefly explaining what is stepper motor and how it works, as it

will help us better understand everything else in this tutorial. 

https://howtomechatronics.com/tutorials/arduino/stepper-motors-and-arduino-the-ultimate-guide/
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A stepper motor is a unique type of brushless DC motor which position can be precisely

control even without feedback. 

The working principle of a stepper motor is based, of course, on magnetic fields. It has

two main components, a stator and a rotor. The rotor is usually a permanent magnet and

it’s surrounded by some coils on the stator.

https://howtomechatronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Inside-of-NEMA-17-Stepper-motor-How-It-Works.jpg
https://howtomechatronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Stepper-Motor-main-components-stator-and-a-rotor.png
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When we energize or let current flow through the coils, particular magnetic fields are

generated in the stator that either attract or repel the rotor. By activating the coils, step by

step, one after another in a particular order, we can achieve continues motion of rotor, but

also, we can make it stop at any position.

So, that’s why these motors are called stepper motors, they move in discrete steps. 

By increasing the number of magnetic poles on the rotor, we can increase the number of

possible stopping positions, thus increase the resolution or the precision of the motor.

Please note that this is just a basic explanation and you can find more details in my How

Stepper Motors Work tutorial. 

A typical stepper motor, a NEMA17 for example, has 50 stopping points or steps on the

rotor. On the other hand, the stator can have several coils organized in two phases which

provide four different magnetic field orientations or positions.

https://howtomechatronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Stepper-Motor-Working-Principle.png
https://howtomechatronics.com/how-it-works/electrical-engineering/stepper-motor/
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So, the 50 steps of the rotor multiplied by the 4 different magnetic field orientations,

make total of 200 steps for completing a full rotation. Or if we divide 360 degrees by 200

steps, that’s a resolution of 1.8 degrees per step.

I mentioned that the stator coils are organized in two phases, and we can also notice that

if we take a look at number of wires of a stepper motor. It has 4 four wires, two for each

phase. The four different magnetic field orientations are possible as we can let current

flow through the phases in both directions.

https://howtomechatronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Stepper-motor-50-Steps-2-phases-and-4-different-magnetic-field-orientations-.png
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There also stepper motors with 5, 6 or even 8 wires, but they still work on two phases or

we control them with just four terminals.

https://howtomechatronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Current-flow-through-the-phases-stepper-motor-working-principle.jpg
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The thing with them is that they can provide different performance characteristics, like

more torque or more speed, depending on how we connect these wires on the four control

terminals.

Nevertheless, with this brief explanation, now we understand that for driving a stepper

motor, we cannot just connect power to it as nothing will happen. Instead, we have to

energize the two motor phases in both directions, and activate or send pulses to them in

particular order, in a timely sequence. So, that’s why we need drivers for controlling

stepper motors. 

There are many types and sizes of drivers, corresponding to the many types and sizes of

stepper motors. However, the basic working principle of all of them is that they have two

H-Bridges that allow energizing the motor phases in both directions.

https://howtomechatronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/6-wire-and-8-wire-stepper-motor-connection-in-bi-polar-configuration.png
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Of course, they have many other functions like micro stepping, current limiting, and so on

that enable us to easily control the stepper motors, which is the whole purpose of them.

How To Control NEMA17 Stepper Motor with Arduino and A4988
Stepper Driver

All right, now we can take a look at the first example for this tutorial, how to control a

NEMA 17 stepper motor with an A4988 stepper driver. 

All right, now we can take a look at the first example for this tutorial, how to control a

NEMA 17 stepper motor with an A4988 stepper drive.

https://howtomechatronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/H-bridge-inside-a-stepper-motor-driver-how-it-works.png
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The NEMA17 is the most popular stepper motor among makers, as it offers great

performances and it’s affordable at the same time. It can be also found in almost any

desktop 3D printer and laser engraver. 

Generally, the NEMA17 stepper motor has 200 steps, or 1.8 degrees per step resolution,

but there are also models with 400 steps and 0.9 degrees per step resolution. We should

note here that the designation NEMA17 actually describes just the size of the motor in

terms of the front faceplate size.
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The number stands for the size of faceplate in inches when divided by 10, or in this case

that would be 17 divided by 10 equals 1.7 inches faceplate, or 2.3 inches faceplate in case

of NEMA23.

So, the faceplate size is fixed, but the length of the NEMA17 steppers can vary from 20mm

to 60mm, and with that the power requirement of the motor also varies. The power

requirement is usually defined by how much current the motor is allowed to draw, and the

range for these NEMA17 steppers motors is from 0.3A up to 2.5A.

Now, according to the current rating of the stepper motor, we need to choose a suitable

driver which can handle that amount of current. The most popular driver controlling for

NEMA17 stepper motors is the A4988 stepper motor driver.
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The A4988 has a maximum current rating of 2A per coil, but that’s actually a peak rating.

It is recommended to keep the current to around 1A, but of course, it is also possible to go

up to 2A of good cooling is provided to the IC. 

A great feature the A4988 stepper driver has, actually all other drives have, is the current

limiting. With this we can easily set how much current the motor will draw no matter the

motor rating. For example, we can connect even a 2.5A rated stepper motor, but we will

limit the current of the driver to 1.5A. So, although the motor won’t work at its maximum

capacity, we would still be able to use it.

On the other hand, if the motor is rated lower than the set current limit on the driver, the

motor would overheat. Of course, it’s always recommended to try to match the current

rating of the motor with the current rating of the driver.

A4988 and Arduino Connection

All right, so now let’s see how to connect the A4988 driver with the stepper motor and the

Arduino controller.
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You can get the components needed for this Arduino tutorial from the links below:

Stepper Motor NEMA 17………………… Amazon / Banggood / AliExpress

A4988 Stepper Driver…………………..… Amazon / Banggood / AliExpress

DRV8825 Stepper Driver……….……..… Amazon / Banggood / AliExpress

TMC2208 Stepper Driver ………………… Amazon / Banggood / AliExpress

Arduino CNC Shield ………………………. Amazon / Banggood / AliExpress

Arduino Uno………………………………..… Amazon / Banggood / AliExpress

Disclosure: These are affiliate links. As an Amazon Associate I earn from qualifying

purchases.

At top right corner of the driver we have the VMOT and GND pins and here we connect

the power supply for the motor which can range 8 to 36V. Here it is also recommended to

use a decoupling capacitor across these two pins in order to protect the board from

voltage spikes. We should use large electrolytic capacitor with at least 47uF capacity. 

Next, are the four pins where we connect the stepper motor. One phase of the motor goes

on 1A and 1B pins, and the other phase on 2A and 2B pins. 

Sometimes, it can be a bit difficult to recognize which two wires of the motor make a

phase, but are several ways to identify them. The simplest way is to rotate the shaft of the

stepper motor by hand, and then connect two wires to each other. If you connect two

wires that make a phase, the rotation of the shaft would be a bit more difficult.

https://howtomechatronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/A4988-and-Arduino-Connection-Wiring-Diagram.png
https://amzn.to/2M3aJK2
https://www.banggood.com/Nema17-59Ncm-2A-1_84-lead-48mm-Stepper-Motor-For-3D-Printer-CNC-p-1252415.html?p=4N130123074053201807&utm_campaign=23074053&utm_content=3312
https://howtomechatronics.com/recommends/stepper-nema17-aliexpress/
https://amzn.to/37S7ufj
https://www.banggood.com/3D-Printer-A4988-Reprap-Stepping-Stepper-Step-Motor-Driver-Module-p-88765.html?p=4N130123074053201807&utm_campaign=23074053&utm_content=3312
https://howtomechatronics.com/recommends/a4988-stepper-driver-aliexpress/
https://amzn.to/2OS8Dgs
https://www.banggood.com/5Pcs-3D-Printer-Stepstick-DRV8825-Stepper-Driver-Reprap-4-Layer-PCB-p-968935.html?p=4N130123074053201807&utm_campaign=23074053&utm_content=3312
https://howtomechatronics.com/recommends/drv8825-aliexpress/
https://amzn.to/3Pj2rvs
https://www.banggood.com/BIGTREETECH-TMC2208-V3_0-UART-Mode-Stepper-Motor-StepStick-Driver-for-Reprap-3D-Printer-Part-p-1569953.html?p=4N130123074053201807&custlinkid=1871567
https://howtomechatronics.com/recommends/tmc2208-driver-aliexpress/
https://amzn.to/2NZPFEc
https://www.banggood.com/Arduino-CNC-Shield-V3-3D-Printer-Expansion-Board-p-967058.html?p=4N130123074053201807&custlinkid=780798&utm_campaign=23074053&utm_content=3312
https://howtomechatronics.com/recommends/arduino-cnc-shield-aliexpress/
https://amzn.to/36v9eL0
https://www.banggood.com/Wholesale-Geekcreit-UNO-R3-ATmega16U2-AVR-USB-Development-Main-Board-p-68537.html?p=4N130123074053201807&custlinkid=780795&utm_campaign=23074053&utm_content=3312
https://howtomechatronics.com/recommends/arduino-uno-aliexpress/
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Another way is to use a multimeter and check for continuity between the two wires. If you

connect two wires that make a phase, you will have a short circuit and the multimeter will

start beeping.

Once we find a phase, we can connect it to any position of the two positions on the driver,

the order doesn’t matter. 

Next, we have the IC or the logic power supply pins, VDD and GND, which can be from 3V

to 5V. On the other side we have the Step and the Direction pins, which can be connected

to any pin of the Arduino board. With the Direction pin we select the rotation direction of

https://howtomechatronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/How-to-find-the-phase-of-a-stepper-motor-which-wires-make-a-phase.jpg
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the motor, and with the Step pin we control to steps of the motor. With each pulse we

send to the Step pin, the motor will advance one step in the selected direction. 

Right above these pins, we have the Sleep and the Reset pins which are used for, as their

names suggest, putting the driver to sleep mode or resetting it. We should note that both

of these pins are active low. The Sleep pin by default is HIGH state, but the RST pin is

floating. That means in order to have the driver enabled, the easiest way is to just connect

these two pins to each other, assuming we won’t use these pins functions. 

The Enable pin is also active low, so unless we pull it HIGH, the driver will be enabled. 

The next three pins, MS1, MS2 and MS3, are for selecting the step resolution of the motor.

We already said that the step resolution depends on the construction of the motor which

is usually 200 steps per revolution for a NEMA 17 stepper motor. However, all stepper

drivers have this feature called microstepping which allows driving the motor at higher

resolutions. This is achieved by energizing the coils at an intermediate current level,

which produce intermediate step locations.

For example, if we select quarter-step resolution, the 200 steps of the motor will become,

200 multiplied by 4 equals 800 microsteps per revolution. The driver will use four

different current levels on the coils to achieve this. 

The A4988 driver has a maximum resolution of 16 microsteps, which would make a 200

steps NEMA17 motor has 3200 steps per revolution, or that’s 0.1125 degrees per step.

That’s really impressive precision and that’s why these types of stepper motors and

drivers are used in so many applications. Actually, there are stepper drivers that have up

256 microsteps, or that’s a whopping 51200 steps per revolution, or 0.007 degrees per

step.

https://howtomechatronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Steppers-control-with-Microstepping-intermediate-current-levels-on-the-motors-coils.png
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Nevertheless, these three pins have pull-down resistors, so if we leave them disconnected,

the driver will work in full-step mode. For selecting a different mircrostepping resolution

we need to connect 5V to the appropriate pins according to this table. 

A4988 Current Limiting

All right, so now that we know how to connect the stepper motor and the driver to the

Arduino board, we can move on with explaining how to program or code the Arduino for

controlling the stepper. However, before we do that, or before we power the motor, there

is one more very important thing that we need to do, and that’s to adjust the current limit

of the driver.

As we already explained, we need to adjust the current limit of the driver to be lower than

the current rating of the motor, or otherwise the motor would overheat.

There’s a small trimmer potentiometer on the A4988 driver though which we can adjust

the current limit. By rotating the potentiometer clockwise, the current limit raises, and

vice versa. There are two methods which can be used for determining the actual value of

the current limit. 

The first method involves measuring the reference voltage across the potentiometer itself

and GND. We can measure the reference voltage using a multimeter, and use that value in

the following formula to calculate the current limit of the driver:

Current Limit = Vref / (8 x Rcs)

The Rcs is the current sense resistance or the values of the current sensing resistors

located right next to the chip. Depending on the manufacturer, these values are usually

0.05, 0.1 or 0.2 ohms. So, we need to take a closer look at the value of these resistors in

https://howtomechatronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Setting-the-A4988-current-limit-by-measuring-the-reference-voltage.jpg
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order to accurately calculate the current limit with this method. In my case, these

resistors were labeled R100, which meant 0.1ohms.

As an example, if we measure a reference voltage of 0.7V, and we have 0.1 ohms resistors,

the current limit would be a 0.875A. Or if we want to limit the current to, let’s say 1A, we

should adjust the reference voltage to 0.8V. 

The second method for setting the current limit is by directly measure the current through

the coils. For that purpose, we need to connect the stepper motor and the driver as

explained previously. We can skip the controller connection, but instead connect 5V to the

Direction and the Step pins so that the motor stays active and holds one position. The MS

pins should be left disconnected so the driver would work in full-step mode. Then we can

disconnect one line or coil from the motor, and connect it in series with an ammeter. In

this way, once we power the driver with both the logic voltage, the 5V, and the power for

the motor 12V in my case, we can read how much current is running through the coil.

https://howtomechatronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/A4988-stepper-driver-current-sensing-resistors-for-calculating-the-current-limit-using-the-voltage-reference.jpg
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Though, we should note here that when the driver works in full-step mode, the current in

the coils can reach only 70% of the actually current limit. So, when using the driver in the

other microstepping modes, the reading from the ammeter should be multiplied by 1.3 in

order to get the actual value of the current limit of the driver. 

I tried both methods for setting up the current limit of the driver and they gave me

approximately the same results.

Stepper Motors and Arduino – Example Codes

Nevertheless, now we can move on with programming the Arduino, or take a look at

several example codes for controlling a stepper motor with an Arduino board.
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Let’s start with a very basic example code of how to control a stepper motor without using

a library.

Example code 1
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/*    
*   Basic example code for controlling a stepper without library 
*       
*   by Dejan, https://howtomechatronics.com 
*/ 

// defines pins 
#define stepPin 2 
#define dirPin 5  
 
void setup() { 
 // Sets the two pins as Outputs 
 pinMode(stepPin,OUTPUT);  
 pinMode(dirPin,OUTPUT); 
} 
void loop() { 
 digitalWrite(dirPin,HIGH); // Enables the motor to move in a particular 
direction 
 // Makes 200 pulses for making one full cycle rotation 
 for(int x = 0; x < 800; x++) { 
   digitalWrite(stepPin,HIGH);  
   delayMicroseconds(700);    // by changing this time delay between the steps we 
can change the rotation speed 
   digitalWrite(stepPin,LOW);  
   delayMicroseconds(700);  
 } 
 delay(1000); // One second delay 
 
 digitalWrite(dirPin,LOW); //Changes the rotations direction 
 // Makes 400 pulses for making two full cycle rotation 
 for(int x = 0; x < 1600; x++) { 
   digitalWrite(stepPin,HIGH); 
   delayMicroseconds(500); 
   digitalWrite(stepPin,LOW); 
   delayMicroseconds(500); 
 } 
 delay(1000); 
}
Code language: Arduino (arduino)

Code description:

Here all we have to do is define to which pin number the STEP and DIR pins are

connected and define them as outputs. In the loop, first we set the rotation direction of

the motor by making the Direction pin status HIGH. Then using a “for” loop we send 200

pulses to the STEP pin which will make the motor rotate a full cycle, considering that it

works in full-step mode. The pulses are generated simply by toggling the state of the STEP

pin HIGH to LOW with some time delay between them. This time delay actually defines

the speed of rotation. If we lower it, the speed of rotation will increase as the steps will

occur faster, and vice versa. 

Then we change the rotation direction, and using another “for” loop we send 400 pulses

which would make to motor rotate two full cycles. However, if we change the

microstepping mode of the driver, let’s say so a quarter-step, which would make the
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motor have 800 steps now, the first loop will make the motor rotate only 90 degrees, and

the second loop only half rotation.

Example code 2

Here’s another simple example, controlling the stepper motor speed using a

potentiometer.

For that purpose, just have to connect the potentiometer to the Arduino and read its value

using the analogRead() function.

https://howtomechatronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Controlling-stepper-motor-speed-with-potentiometer-Wiring-diagram.png
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/*
    Basic example code for controlling a stepper without library 

    by Dejan, https://howtomechatronics.com 
*/

// defines pins 
#define stepPin 2 
#define dirPin 5 

int customDelay, customDelayMapped; 

void setup() { 
 // Sets the two pins as Outputs 
 pinMode(stepPin, OUTPUT); 
 pinMode(dirPin, OUTPUT); 
} 
void loop() { 
 speedControl(); 
 // Makes pules with custom delay, depending on the Potentiometer, from which the 
speed of the motor depends 
 digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH); 
 delayMicroseconds(customDelayMapped); 
 digitalWrite(stepPin, LOW); 
 delayMicroseconds(customDelayMapped); 
} 
// Custom function for reading the potentiometer and mapping its value from 300 to 
3000, suitable for the custom delay value in microseconds 
void speedControl() { 
 customDelay = analogRead(A0); // Read the potentiometer value 
 customDelayMapped = map(customDelay, 0, 1023, 300, 3000); // Convert the analog 
input from 0 to 1024, to 300 to 3000 
}
Code language: Arduino (arduino)

Code description:

We can then map or convert the potentiometer values which are from 0 to 1023, to values

suitable for being a delay time in microseconds for the Step pulses. I found the minimum

value for the delay between steps to be around 300 microseconds. By going lower that

that the stepper motor started skipping steps. 

Overall, controlling stepper motors with this method is easy and it works, but only if the

required control is simple as shown in the examples. In case we need more complex

control, the best way is to use an Arduino library.

Controlling Stepper Motors with Arduino and the AccelStepper
Library – Examples

The most popular library for controlling stepper motors with Arduino is the AccelStepper

library by Mike McCauley. It’s an extremely versatile library featuring speed, acceleration

and deceleration control, setting target positions, controlling multiple stepper motors

simultaneously and so on.

https://www.airspayce.com/mikem/arduino/AccelStepper/
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The library has a great documentation explaining how each function work. I have already

used this library for several of my Arduino projects, for controlling the motion of my DIY

Camera Slider, the 3D wire bending machine, the SCARA robot arm and few others. In

case you are interested, there are details and code explanations for each project on the

website. 

Now let’s take a look at few examples code using this library.

Example code – Stepper motor speed control using a potentiometer

The first example will be controlling the speed of the motor using the potentiometer.

/*    
*   Basic example code for controlling a stepper with the AccelStepper library 
*       
*   by Dejan, https://howtomechatronics.com 
*/ 

#include <AccelStepper.h> 

// Define the stepper motor and the pins that is connected to 
AccelStepper stepper1(1, 2, 5); // (Type of driver: with 2 pins, STEP, DIR) 

void setup() { 
 // Set maximum speed value for the stepper 
 stepper1.setMaxSpeed(1000); 
} 

void loop() { 
 stepper1.setSpeed((analogRead(A0)); 
 // Step the motor with a constant speed previously set by setSpeed(); 
 stepper1.runSpeed(); 
}
Code language: Arduino (arduino)

Code description:

So, here first we need to include the AccelStepper library. Of course, before we do that, we

need to install the library and we can do that from the Arduino IDE library manager. We

just have to search “AccelStepper” and the library will show up and we can install it. 

Then, we need to create an instance of the AccelStepper class for our motor. The first

parameter here is the type of driver, in this case for a driver with two control pins this

value is 1, and the other two parameters are the pin numbers to which our driver is

connect to the Arduino. If we have multiple stepper motors, we need to define each of

them like this, and we can name them however we want, in this case I named my motor

stepper1. 

In the setup section we just have to set the maximum speed of the motor which is defined

as steps per second. This value can go up to 4000, but in the documentation of the library

it is stated that speed values of more than 1000 steps per seconds might be unreliable. 

https://howtomechatronics.com/tutorials/arduino/diy-motorized-camera-slider-pan-tilt-head-project/
https://howtomechatronics.com/projects/arduino-3d-wire-bending-machine/
https://howtomechatronics.com/projects/scara-robot-how-to-build-your-own-arduino-based-robot/
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In the loop section, using the setSpeed() function we set the current speed of the motor,

and in this case that’s the analog input from the potentiometer which is from 0 to 1023.

In order the motor to move and implement that constant speed, we need to call the

runSpeed() function each interval. A negative value here, or simply including a minus sign

before the value, would make the stepper motor rotate in the opposite direction.

Example code – Controlling two stepper motors with acceleration and
deceleration

Here’s another example of controlling two stepper motors with implementing acceleration

and deceleration using the AccelStepper library.
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/*
   Controlling two stepper with the AccelStepper library 

    by Dejan, https://howtomechatronics.com 
*/

#include <AccelStepper.h> 

// Define the stepper motor and the pins that is connected to 
AccelStepper stepper1(1, 2, 5); // (Typeof driver: with 2 pins, STEP, DIR) 
AccelStepper stepper2(1, 3, 6); 

void setup() { 

 stepper1.setMaxSpeed(1000); // Set maximum speed value for the stepper 
 stepper1.setAcceleration(500); // Set acceleration value for the stepper 
 stepper1.setCurrentPosition(0); // Set the current position to 0 steps 

 stepper2.setMaxSpeed(1000); 
 stepper2.setAcceleration(500); 
 stepper2.setCurrentPosition(0); 
} 

void loop() { 

 stepper1.moveTo(800); // Set desired move: 800 steps (in quater-step resolution 
that's one rotation) 
 stepper1.runToPosition(); // Moves the motor to target position w/ acceleration/ 
deceleration and it blocks until is in position 

 stepper2.moveTo(1600); 
 stepper2.runToPosition(); 

 // Move back to position 0, using run() which is non-blocking - both motors will 
move at the same time 
 stepper1.moveTo(0); 
 stepper2.moveTo(0); 
 while (stepper1.currentPosition() != 0 || stepper2.currentPosition() != 0) { 
   stepper1.run();  // Move or step the motor implementing accelerations and 
decelerations to achieve the target position. Non-blocking function 
   stepper2.run(); 
   // 
   // 
 } 
}
Code language: Arduino (arduino)

Code description:

So, we need to define the two stepper motors, and in the setup, using the setAcceleration()

function set the acceleration value for the motors. Using the setCurrentPosition() function

we set the position of the motors to be at 0 steps. 

In the loop section, we start with the moveTo() function through which we tell the motor

to what position to go or how many steps it should move. In case of quarter-step

resolution, 800 steps would mean one full rotation. Then, the runToPosition() function
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moves the motor to that position while implementing acceleration and deceleration.

However, this is a blocking function, so the code execution will stay there until the stepper

motor reaches that position. 

With the same method we move the second motor 1600 steps or two full rotations with

quarter-step resolution. 

If we don’t want our code to be blocked until the motor reach the target position, instead

of using the runToPosition() function, we should use the run() function. The run() also

implements acceleration and deceleration to achieve the target position, but it just makes

one step per call. Therefore, we need to call it as frequently as possible. For that reason,

here we put the run() functions for both motors in this while loop, which is executed until

both steppers reach position 0. We previously set the two motors to go to position 0 with

the moveTo() functions. 

We could also add more code in that “while” loop and do other stuff too along running the

motor. Actually, there are many methods of running the motors and doing other stuff too.

I recommend going through the nicely described documentation of the library so you can

understand how each function works and implement them according to your needs.

Example code – Controlling multiple stepper motors with AccelStepper
library

I would like to show you one more example using the AccelStepper library and that’s

controlling multiple stepper motors in a coordinated fashion. This means, we can set

target positions for each stepper and they can reach their positions all at the same time,

no matter the different distance they need to travel.

https://howtomechatronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Controlling-multiple-stepper-motors-with-AccelStepper-library.jpg
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This can be easily done using the MultiStepper class that comes with the AccelStepper

library.

/*
   Controlling multiple steppers with the AccelStepper and MultiStepper library

    by Dejan, https://howtomechatronics.com 
*/

#include <AccelStepper.h> 
#include <MultiStepper.h> 

// Define the stepper motor and the pins that is connected to 
AccelStepper stepper1(1, 2, 5); // (Typeof driver: with 2 pins, STEP, DIR) 
AccelStepper stepper2(1, 3, 6); 
AccelStepper stepper3(1, 4, 7); 

MultiStepper steppersControl;  // Create instance of MultiStepper 

long gotoposition[3]; // An array to store the target positions for each stepper 
motor 

void setup() { 

 stepper1.setMaxSpeed(1000); // Set maximum speed value for the stepper 
 stepper2.setMaxSpeed(1000); 
 stepper3.setMaxSpeed(1000); 

 // Adding the 3 steppers to the steppersControl instance for multi stepper 
control 
 steppersControl.addStepper(stepper1); 
 steppersControl.addStepper(stepper2); 
 steppersControl.addStepper(stepper3); 
} 

void loop() { 
 // Store the target positions in the "gotopostion" array 
 gotoposition[0] = 800;  // 800 steps - full rotation with quater-step resolution 
 gotoposition[1] = 1600; 
 gotoposition[2] = 3200; 

 steppersControl.moveTo(gotoposition); // Calculates the required speed for all 
motors 
 steppersControl.runSpeedToPosition(); // Blocks until all steppers are in 
position 

 delay(1000); 

 gotoposition[0] = 0; 
 gotoposition[1] = 0; 
 gotoposition[2] = 0; 

 steppersControl.moveTo(gotoposition); 
 steppersControl.runSpeedToPosition(); 

 delay(1000); 
}
Code language: Arduino (arduino)
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Code description:

Here we also need to include the MultiStepper class, and create an instance of it. Then we

need to define an array, type “long”, which will be used for storing the target positions for

our motors. In the setup section, we need to define the maximum speed values of the

steppers and add the steppers to the previously created MultiStepper instance, which in

my case I named it “steppersControl”. 

In the loop section, we start by storing the target position values in the array that we

previously created. I set the first stepper to move one rotation, the second, two rotations

and the third one, three rotations. Then we can assign this array to the moveTo() function

which will calculate the required speeds for all motors to arrive at those positions at the

same time. Then we just have to call the runSpeedToPosition() function which will move

the motors to their position. Though we should note that this function blocks the code

until the steppers reach their target position. We could use the run() function instead, if

we don’t want to block the code. We should also note that the MultiStepper class doesn’t

support acceleration and deceleration. 

Nevertheless, if you want to learn more, from more advanced examples, you can check my

Arduino projects that I already mentioned, all the details and the codes for them are on

the website.

CNC shield for controlling multiple stepper motors for any Arduino
project

Still taking about controlling multiple stepper motors, it’s worth mentioning and taking a

look at the Arduino CNC shield.

https://howtomechatronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/CNC-Shield-for-controlling-multiple-stepper-motors-for-any-Arduino-project.jpg
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The main purpose of the Arduino CNC shield is for controlling 2 or 3-axis CNC machines,

but it is actually a great option for controlling any type of project where we need to control

multiple stepper motors as it is compact and provides easy connections for the drivers

and the motors. 

This shield goes on top of an Arduino UNO board, and can control up to 4 individual

stepper motors, and have all the remaining Arduino pins available for use. I used this

combination of an Arduino UNO board and the CNC shield for controlling my 4-axis

SCARA robot arm.

I will update this section of the article, how to use the CNC shield with Arduino with more

details soon.

DRV8825 vs A4988

All right, so now let’s move on and see how we can control stepper motors using the other

driver that I mentioned at the beginning, the DRV8825.

Actually, everything we explained so far about controlling stepper motors with the A4988

stepper driver, applies for the DRV8825 as well. The working principle, the connections

and the coding are almost the same for both of these drivers. The difference between them

is in their technical characteristics and now we will take a look at them and compare

them.

The DRV8825 is a stepper driver by Texas Instruments which can be used as direct

replacement for the Allegro A4988 driver as their connections are the same. The three key

differences between them are that the DR8825 can deliver more current than the A4988

without additional cooling (1.5A vs 1A), it has higher maximum supply voltage (45V vs

35V), and it offers higher microstepping resolution (32 vs 16 microsteps). 

https://howtomechatronics.com/projects/scara-robot-how-to-build-your-own-arduino-based-robot/
https://howtomechatronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/DRV8825-vs-A4988-stepper-drivers.jpg
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Of course, they also have some other minor differences. For example, the current limit

potentiometer has a different location and the relationship between the current limit

setting and the reference pin voltage is different. The DRV8825 doesn’t need logic power

supply, and the that pin location is used as FAULT output.

However, it is safe to connect the FAULT pin directly to 5V, so the DRV8825 can be used

as a direct replacement in systems designed for the A4988 driver. 

It’s worth noting though, that when replacing an A4988 driver with an DRV8825 it is very

important to make sure the orientation of the driver is correct. I already mentioned, their

potentiometers are at different locations, on the A4988 it’s below the chip, and on the

DRV8825 is above the chip, and that can sometimes cause confusion and the driver can

be easily placed on the wrong side. 

For setting the current limit, we can measure the reference voltage with one probe on

GND and the other on the potentiometer itself.

https://howtomechatronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/DRV8825-vs-A4988-pinout.png
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The formula for calculating for the DRV8825 stepper drive is as follow:

Current limit = Vref x 2

As for selecting the microstepping resolution, we can use the following table.

Overall, the DRV8825 is a better

stepper driver than the A4988, as it

offers higher current and voltage

ratings, and higher microstepping

resolution which results in smoother

and quieter operation of the stepper

motor.

TMC2208 Stepper Driver

https://howtomechatronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Adjusting-the-current-limit-of-the-DRV8825-stepper-driver.jpg
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Speaking of smoother and quieter operation, let’s take a look at the TMC2208 stepper

driver. The TMC2208 chip is made by Trinamic, a Germany based company specialized in

motion control electronics. The TMC2208 is a silent stepper motor driver which can be

also used as a direct replacement in systems designed for the A4988 or the DRV8825

drivers. It is widely used in desktop 3D printers, laser engravers, scanners and so on.

What sets this driver apart from the two others is its integrated interpolation unit which

provides 256 subdivisions or microsteps. This allows for perfect sinusoidal control which

is generated internally within the chip. This means that the driver will output 256

microsteps to the stepper motor, no matter what microstep resolution we have selected

through the two MS pins, 2, 4, 8 or 16 microsteps. This provides smoother operation and

reduces the burden of the microcontroller significantly.

https://howtomechatronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/TMC2208-vs-A4988-vs-DRV8825-stepper-motor-drivers.jpg
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This feature of the driver, in combination with the its noiseless current control

StealthChop2 technology, provide that ultra-silent control of the stepper motors. Here’s a

comparison of the noise levels between the three drivers.

Stepper driver noise levels: A4988 around 65dB, DRV8825 around 67dB and

TMC2208 around 41dB.

The TMC2208 drives the stepper motors completely silently, which is really impressive.

The current rating of the TMC2208 is slightly higher than the A4988 driver, or it’s 1.2A

with 2A peak current. For setting the current limit of the driver, again we can use the

same method as explained for the other drivers. We need to measure the reference voltage

with one probe on GND, and other on the whole right next to the Enable pin.

https://howtomechatronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/TMC2208-256-subdivisions-or-microsteps-with-integrated-interpolation-from-2-4-8-or-16-microsteps.jpg
https://howtomechatronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/TMC2208-vs-A4988-vs-DRV8825-Noise-Levels-Comparison.jpg
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The formula for calculating the current limit is as follow:

Current limit = Vref x 0.71

Although it can be used as direct replacement, the TMC2208 driver has a slightly different

pinout compared to the A4988 driver. Here we only have two pins for selecting the

microsteps resolution and for enabling the driver we need to connect the Enable pin to

GND.

In terms of coding, it’s the same as the other two drivers. 

https://howtomechatronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/TMC2208-current-limiting-by-measuring-the-reference-voltage.png
https://howtomechatronics.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/TMC2208-and-Arduino-Connection-Wiring-diagram-and-microstepping-table.png
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The TMC2208 driver also have some other, more advanced features compared to the two

other drivers, like for example, a simple-to-use UART interface which provides

controlling the driver with just a single line, instead of the two Step and Dir pins. In

addition to that I provides more tuning and control options. 

Overall, the TMC2208 is a better driver that the A4988 and the DRV8825, but that’s

normal as it comes with a higher price tag. Though, if you don’t need these extra features

and the noise levels doesn’t concern you, are other two drivers are just great choice.

Conclusion

So we have covered pretty much everything we need to know about controlling stepper

motors with Arduino. The NEMA17 and the three drivers, the A4988, the DRV8825 and

the TMC2208 are just incredibly versatile and can be used in so many application where

position control is needed. You can always learn more by exploring some of my Arduino

projects.

If you are interested in learning how to control bigger stepper motors like NEMA23 or

NEMA34, I will have a dedicated tutorial for that too. 

I hope you enjoyed this tutorial and learned something new. Don’t forget to subscribe and

feel free to ask any question in the comments section below.

 

 

https://howtomechatronics.com/arduino-projects/

